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Preface 
During this period of ten weeks I have been working with evaluation of parameters 
concerning seat tracks installed in the cabin compartment. This report concerns the study and 
evaluation of the limits accepted from structural strength point of view. Many problems had to 
be solved and many questions to be answered during the time of the exam work. Both the 
examiner Hans-Åke Häggblad, Professor at Luleå University of Technology and the 
supervisor Karl-Johan Molin, representative for the aircraft industry at SAAB Aerosystems 
AB in Linköping have been an invaluable support in this research process and I would like to 
take the opportunity to thank both of them. 
 
I would also like to thank Henrik Törnevik, Stefan Thuresson and Kalle Klitzie for their 
support. 
 
Luleå, June 2007 
 

 
Ulrik Rönnbäck. 
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Abstract 
This Bachelor Thesis deals with evaluation of the Seat Track Rail Top Flange thickness as a 
function of maximum allowable load in x-direction. The aim is to study and define parameters 
making a judgement possible of how much material can be grinded from the top flange and 
still meet the regulations concerning the strength edited by the Regulation Authority. The 
methods used to achieve the aim consist of a literature study basically consisting of repetition 
of the course “MTM118 Hållfasthetslära A” and other relevant literature. Another area for 
attention is the familiarization with the software used for FEM-simulations. The studies have 
been completed with interviews of in the subject involved persons for clarification. With the 
collected data as a base the comparison between the original calculations and the results from 
the FEM-simulation analysis where performed. 
Also a description of a suggestion to a verification static test is described. 
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Acronyms and Abbreviations 
EASA  European Aviation Safety Agency 
BCL-M Bestämmelser För Civil Luftfart, Materialbestämmelser 
A/C  Aircraft 
ATA  Air Transport Association of America 
CPCP  Corrosion Prevention and Control Program 
FRC   Fairchild Republic Division Company 
SCAA  Swedish Civil Aviation Authority 
SRM  Structural Repair Manual 
MMPDS Metallic Materials Properties Development and Standardization 
MSG  Maintenance Steering Group 
MRB  Maintenance Review Board 
FAA  Federal Aviation Authority 
FEM  Finite Element Method 
FAR  Federal Aviation Regulation 
JAR  Joint Aviation Regulation 
SAAB  Svenska Aero Aktiebolag 
SSIP  Supplemental Structural Inspection Program 
CAA  Civil Aviation Authority 
CMR  Certification Maintenance Requirement 
AEW&C Airborne Early Warning and Control system 
SMAC  Structures Manual Advanced Composite 
SD  Strength Data for Static Strength 
KSI  Mechanical Stress. 1 kip/in2 = 1 ksi = 0,731 kp/mm2 = 6,8948 MPa (N/mm2) 
JAR  Joint Aviation Regulation or Requirements 
CAE  Computer Aided Engineering 
BM  Bending Moduli 
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1 Introduction 
This Bachelor Thesis will deal with verification of analytical solutions with numerical 
FEM-analysis of the Seat Track Rail for the aircrafts SAAB 340 and SAAB 2000. The 
report will end up with a description of a suggestion of a static test to verify the results 
achieved. 
The area of interest in this study is limited to the top flange thickness as a function of 
maximum allowable load in x-direction. Why is the load in x-direction of interest then? 
Among other reasons: 

• Corrosion attacks on the seat track rail top flange. 
• Authority Regulations. 
• New customer requests, with new areas of operation. 

 
The load in x-direction of the seat track rail is assumed to be distributed to loads in y-
direction due to the design and geometry of the rail. 

 
Figure 1. Seat Track Rail assumed load distribution in profile and top view.  
 
The profile view, Figure 1 shows the assumed deflection in the Seat Track Rail Top 
Flange due to the x-loads creating the y-loads. 
 
The seat track rails in the cabin compartment have been the subject of corrosion attacks. 
All strength calculations are done more or less conservative. That means that it is always 
a factor of safety included in the final calculation result. This factor of safety will give the 
construction an over size. The question is how over sized is the seat track rail? How 
precise and accurate is the original calculations? Is it possible to grind off some material 
due to corrosion without any risk to meet the requirements according to valid regulatory 
frame work? 
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2 Background 
The world’s aircraft fleet is growing older. The in service life for the aircrafts have 
gradually been extended. The importance of the Inspection on Aging Airplane was 
increased. 
 
Aircrafts are designed and built to provide many years of trouble free service. For the 
aircraft to remain airworthy and safe to operate for a long in service life, it should be 
operated and maintained in accordance with the recommendations of the manufacturers 
and those stipulated by the Regulating Authority. Service experience has shown that 
Aging Aircraft needs special attention during the maintenance processes and at times 
require more frequent inspection of structural components for damage due to 
environmental deterioration, accidental damage and fatigue. To ensure continued 
airworthiness of these Ageing Aircraft the operator should comply with Supplemental 
Structural Inspection Program (SSIP) and Corrosion Prevention and Control Program 
(CPCP) where applicable by including in regular maintenance program. 
 
The operators’ in service experience from the Corrosion Prevention and Control Program 
have showed signs of corrosion on the seat track rails installed in the cabin compartment. 
The most critical part of the rail is the top flange. The top flange is exposed to spillage of 
corrosive liquids e.g. coffee and orange juice. The passengers pass over the seat track 
rails to their seats. This will in addition cause dust and dirt to be collected on the top 
flange. Those factors among others like the operating condition (e.g. degree of moisture 
and outdoor air temperature) will cause the seat track rail to corrode. Depending on the 
seriousness of the corrosion, different anti corrosion methods to avoid further corrosion 
attacks are used. The most common treatments are mechanical (brushing, treatment with 
scotch bright, or grinding) and chemical (alodine, primer and top coat). 

3 Aim 
The aim of this exam work is to study and define parameters making a judgment possible 
of how much material can be grinded and still meet the regulations concerning the 
strength edited by the Regulation Authority. 

4 Objective 
The objective is to be able to compare the original calculations and its results with a 
computer based FEM-simulation, and to do an evaluation of the results. Validation of the 
FEM-simulation is performed by a recommended static test. 

5 Scope and limitations 
The analyze is physically limited to the top middle part of the seat track rail top flange. 
The load case is limited to axial loads only. The load will be limited to the materials 
elasticity limit. The materials elastic-plastic behavior is not evaluated. 
The carrying through of the verification test is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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6 Approach and Methodology 
• State the question and problem. 
• Narrow and restrict the problem 
• Establish a time plan 
• Literature study basically consisting of: 
o Course books for Hållfasthetslära A 
o Stress Manual 
o Strength data for static strength 
o Fairchild stress manual 
o MMPDS 
o SRM SAAB 340 
o Literature concerning the software Patran/Nastran for FEM-analyze 
• Database search to find out relevant research data. 
• Analyze the original calculations 
• Perform a FEM-simulation of the actual load case in Patran/Nastran 
• Analyze the results and discuss the differences (if any) between the analytical and 

numerical methods 
• Prepare for practical sample test 
• Summarize the conclusions and prepare for the aural presentation 
• Write the report 

 
The aircraft business is surrounded and regulated by lots of legislations and rules to 
follow. 
To achieve a valid and useful result useable for further evaluation, it is of major 
importance that the procedures used in this bachelor thesis meet those legislations and 
regulations. It is therefore important to study the valid documentation and follow the 
procedures described.  
It should be mentioned that the documentation revision to be followed is that valid at the 
time for the Airworthy Authority release of the aircraft type certificate. 
Among other manuals, it is stated in the ingress of the Stress Manual that (free translated 
from Swedish to English): 
“In SD and SMAC it is stated the calculation values which are allowed to be used during 
strength dimensioning. Deviation from SD and SMAC is normally not granted. SD is 
mainly intent on constructions in metallic materials while SMAC is about constructions 
in plastic- and composite materials.” 
 
It follows that the method and approach to solve the problems and answer the questions is 
tied to the procedures and data described in the approved and valid literature. 
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7 Background description and account of the work 

7.1 The aircrafts 
The seat track installation in the two aircrafts is similar to each other. 
Both SAAB 340 and SAAB 2000 are equipped with twin engines. Both are high 
performance turboprop aircrafts. They are monoplane low wing design with same 
diameter circular cross section fuselage, housing the cockpit, the passenger cabin and the 
cargo compartment. The cabin is pressurized. The landing gears are retractable and the 
propellers run with constant speed. The standard cabin configuration is as an airliner 
version with passenger seats installed. Passenger capacity is up to 37 for SAAB 340 and 
58 for SAAB 2000. 
But by the time when the aircrafts are growing older new areas of operation will take 
place, like Cargo-versions of the aircrafts. 
Other examples of Special Mission configurations may be: 
Airborne Early Warning & Control (AEW&C) and 
Search and Rescue (SAR) versions. 

7.2 New customer demands 
The Cargo- and other Special Mission’s aircrafts ask for new demands compared to the 
civilian passenger aircrafts. 
In the Cargo version the cargo are tied to the seat track rails as well as some of the 
baggage net construction. 
In other Special Mission aircrafts the customer will demand long flight time for a long 
period of time non-stop. The requirement of extended non-stop time is met by installation 
of optional fuselage fuel tanks in the passenger compartment. Those optional fuel tanks 
are attached to the seat track rail with the help of a supporting frame construction. 

7.3 Airworthy Authority Requirements 
Emergency Landing Conditions according to JAR 25.561. 
The structure must be designed to protect each occupant in an emergency landing for 
ultimate accelerations applied separately up to those given below:  
9.0 g forward 
1.5 g rearward 
4.0 g to either side for seats or their attachments otherwise 3.0 g 
3.0 g upward 
6.0 g downward 
 
By analyze of the requirements it is obvious that the highest demand (9.0 g) for ultimate 
accelerations is in the seat track rail x-load forward direction. 
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8 Seat tracks design requirements 

8.1 Mechanical aspects 
Five seat mounting tracks run along the length of the aircraft cabin floor. Two of them, 
bolted into the frames, are used for attachment of the outer legs of the seats, while the 
other three, higher tracks, and are situated along the aisle, ref. figure 2. The latter tracks 
are furnished with lightening holes trough the vertical web-members. 

Figure 2. Seat Track Rail installation in the aircrafts. Aft view looking forward. 
 
The primary function of a seat track is to carry the static, vertical load of seat and 
passenger. During the take-off and landing phases dynamic loads in the lengthwise (x) 
and vertical (z) directions are added. Flying in turbulent air evokes reaction forces in both 
z and y (span wise) directions. 
 
The loads in the lengthwise, x-direction is basically kept by the structure in the over wing 
area. 
 
The determination of the dimensions of the seat tracks, however, are the much higher 
dynamic loads which would occur in the case of a crash, when the critical function of the 
tracks and the seats is to keep the passengers from amassing in the front end of the cabin. 
This case requires of the track material high compressive yield stress and stiffness to 
prevent buckling, and high tensile strength to keep the seat fittings in place. 
The seat tracks are not designed against fatigue and damage tolerance requirements. 

8.2 Corrosion aspects 
From a corrosion point-of-view, the environment of seat tracks is considered rather 
demanding. On this size of aircraft, for which terminal skyways are not used, moisture 
and grit are brought on board with the passenger’s shoes. During the flight, various 
liquids (e.g. coffee and orange juice) are sometimes spilt and may find their way to the 
upper cannel of the track or so the split between the track and the floor panels. The galley 
and lavatory areas are especially exposed. 
 
The most frequent reason for replacement of a seat track is corrosion, mainly exfoliation 
corrosion. The surface treatment system used to protect the base material is subjected to 
wear, e.g. when seats are installed and removed. Also, it can be penetrated by scratching. 
Both cases could pave the way for a corrosive attack. Thus, the two most relevant kinds 
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corrosion testing concern exfoliation corrosion and filiform corrosion. Stress corrosion is 
seen as a smaller problem with seat tracks, although worth considering. 
 

8.3 Corrosion properties 
Deterioration of seat tracks by corrosion could take place either through mechanical wear 
followed by exfoliation corrosion (corrosion located in certain layers of pressed or rolled 
metal; the layers are generally parallel with the grain flow direction or the surface) or by 
filiform corrosion (corrosion under coatings that has the form of irregularly oriented hair-
lines) transforming into exfoliation corrosion. 
 
Filiform corrosion denotes a corrosive attack taking place in the interface between the 
base material and the surface protection system, origination in a scratch down to the base 
metal. 
 
The surface protection system of the seat track rails consists of chromic acid anodization 
or phosphoric acid anodization, 120° C curing epoxy bonding primer, polyurethane 
primer and polyurethane top coat. (18) 

8.4 Additional corrosion Protection of Seat Track 
 
Although manufactured of aluminium 7075-T76511 and protected by chromic acid 
anodizing, epoxy primer and polyurethane topcoat, the seat tracks will become badly 
corroded especially in the galley, toilet and entrance areas. It is therefore recommended 
that an additional protection is carried out at first major overhaul. 
 

1 Parts of the tracks which are never used during operation should be filled with 
a corrosion protection grease or sealing compound. The grease shall be heated 
to a lowing substance and poured into the tracks. 
 

2 Part of the tracks used for pick ups should be brushed with corrosion 
inhibiting compound Dinitrol AV 25 in areas where the light sticking of the 
compound is not a nuisance for passengers and maintenance personnel. (17) 
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9 Stress analysis of the seat track rail 

9.1 Definitions, Explanations and Approximations 
For Definitions, Explanations and Approximations see Appendix A. 

9.2 Numerical solution 
Allowable local x-load (forward/aft) in seat tracks. 
 
Drawing 7253725-871 Seat track BL18, 3, RBL 18, 3 
 
  7253725-881   BL 0 
 
  7253740-751   BL 36. 0 
 
Dimension of extrusion  465 0000-043 BL 0, BL ± 18, 3 
 
    465 0000-044 BL ± 36, 0 

 
Figure 3. Seat track rail local coordinates 

  
Figure 4. Dimensions of seat track rail extrusion. 
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9.2.1 Dimensions used in the analytical calculations 
int 102,0=  
int 115,01 =  
int 043,02 =  

int 27,03 =  

ininttt 144,0043,0
3
2115,0

3
2

214 =⋅⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛+=⋅+=  

 
See figure 4. 
 

inintttt 2635,0
2
115,0

2
102,027,0

22
1

35 =⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛−⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛+=⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛−⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛+=  

 
t5 is the effective arm of moment. 
 

ininL 551181,0
4,25

14
1 == see figure 5. 

 
°= 25α  see figure 5. 

 
inlbFsu 00038=  see Appendix B. 
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9.2.2 Max load due to shear out 

 
Figure 5. Material specification and length of shear section and the shear bolt attachment 
interface angle with the Seat Track Rail. 
 
Shear out in wall of the seat track rail (shear out in steel-bolt not critical). 
 
Ultimate load in x-direction: Px ultimate (see fig 5 for reference) 

12114 3
2222 LttFLtFAFP sususuultimatex ⋅⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
⋅⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛+⋅⋅=⋅⋅⋅=⋅⋅=

lbP ultimatex 551181,0043,0
3
2115,0000382 ⋅⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
⋅⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛+⋅⋅=  

 
( )outsheartoduedirectionxinloadultimatelbP ultimatex −≈ 6000  
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9.2.3 Max load due to side loads on wall 
 
Py max is the side load in Y-direction 
 
Py max 

 
Figure 6. Arrows showing the load direction and with index Py max and critical section and its 
thickness (0,102 in). 
 

ultimatexy PP ⋅=
2

tan
max

α  

 
( ) ( ) 47,0

180
25

180
tan =

⋅
=

⋅
=

ππαα
oo

rad  

 
Bending Moduli (BM) of 7075-T plate aluminum I or Channel Beams. Reference to FRC 
(Fairchild Republic Division Company) Structural Manual Figure 1.4200-1b, see 
Appendix C . 
 
( )

1
2

=
⋅

h
t f  Where “tf” is the thickness of the flange and “h” is the depth of section yields: 

 
( )ModuliBendingBM 54,1=  

 
 

( )directionxinrailtrackseattheoflengththeisthatwidthEffectiveinb −= ,2,11  
 
 

inlbF
LTtu 00068= see Appendix B. 

Px/2 
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The load in the beam due to the bending ( ) :MF  
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⎟
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⎟
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⎟
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LTtubendultimatex FKP =⋅ 1  
 
 
The load in the beam due to direct stress ( ) :PF  
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Superposition of the two load cases: 
 
Max allowable local x-load: 
 

( ) ( )⇒+= PFMFFtot  
 
 

( ) ⇒+
=

21 KK
F

F LTtu
tot  

 
 

( ) ⎟⎟
⎠
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⎛
⋅⋅
⋅⋅

=

tbBMtb
t

F
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2

1

5
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tan3tan αα

 

 
 
Max allowable local x-load, numeric: 
 
 

( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )
( )( )

( )( )
lbFtot

⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎝

⎛
⋅⋅
⋅

+⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
⋅⋅

⋅−+⋅⋅
=

012,02,12
18025tan

54,1102,02,1
32115,02102,027,018025tan

00068

2

ππ
 

 
 

lbFtot 2003≈  
 

( ) kNNewtonFtot 3,14257,32264482,4 ≈⋅=  
 
Note that Px max due to shear out is ≈ 6000 lb (≈ 26,7 kN). This value is much higher than 
the max allowable local x-load calculated above, ≈ 3200 lb, and is therefore not the 
limitation. 
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9.2.4 Analytical data in an Excel data sheet 
All above analytical data is inserted in an excel data sheet where the cells are tied to each 
other in a top down logic. A change in any specific parameter will affect the final result: 
     
 Px(t):    
     
 t 0,102 in  
 t1 0,115 in  
 t2 0,043 in  
 t3 0,27 in  
 t4 0,144 in  
 t5 0,2635 in  
 L1 0,5511 in  
 Alpha 25 Degree  
 F su 38000 lb/in  
 Px max 6018,2 lb  
 tan Alpha 0,4663   
 BM 1,54   
 b1 1,2 in  
 F tu LT 68000 lb/in  
 Py max 1403,16 lb  
     
     
 K1*Px max bend 19,172   
     
 K2*Py max endload 1,90   
     
     

 
Max allowable local x-

load 3226,25 lb  
     
     

 
Max allowable local x-

load 14351 Newton  
     
The same result is achieved in both cases. That is a check for excel data sheet correctness. 
This excel page will be used in the following computations to manipulate the thickness, t. 
Those manipulations will be used to iterate the thickness, t to achieve a solution that will 
agree with the numerical FEM-solutions that will follow. 
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10 Numerical FEM-based solution 

10.1 Specimen 
The length of the specimen should be as short as possible to simplify the computer based 
model, but long enough to avoid the Boundary Conditions to interfere with the load case. 

10.2 Selection of specimen 
For selection of specimen see Appendix D. 

10.3 Load in the FEM-simulation 
The load applied on the shear pin is a unit load of 1000 Newton in x-direction. The unit 
load will simplify further calculations. 

10.4 Introduction to the software program used 
For introduction to the software program used see Appendix E. 
 
The FEM-simulation as a whole e.g. create the model, apply load, print and analyze 
pictures is done by Henrik Törnevik, and I am deeply grateful to him. 

11 FEM Analysis 
For FEM-generated pictures see Appendix F. 

1. Picture 11 S_22_3: The neutral axis is situated lower than the horizontal 
centroidal axis. 
 

2. Pictures 8 S22_1 and 3 max_principal_1: The two pictures look very similarly to 
each other. 
 

3. Picture 8 S22_1 shows a tension concentration, in the top flange, with a color 
spectra from red via amber to yellow within a width approximately 1-1,5 inches. 
 

4. Pictures 8 S22_1 and 9 S_22_1_forward. Both the range and the spread of the 
tension spectrum are very similar between the two cases. 
 

5. Pictures 12 S22_4 and 7 Mises_4_Seat_Track shows a very low tension level at 
the left and right hand end. 
 
 

6. Picture 1CPRESS_2_Seat_Track shows that the contact pressure on the edge is 
approximately 200-730 MPa. 
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12 Conclusions from the FEM Analysis 
1. The assumption that the x-load could be divided in two elementary cases (drag 

and moment) added together by superposition, is proved by the picture 11 S_22_3 
showing the displacement of the neutral axis further downwards. 
 

2. The two pictures, 8 S22_1 (tension in Y-direction), and  
3 max_principal_1 (maximal principal tension) shows that the maximal principal 
tension coincides with the tension in Y-direction. The difference is approximately 
0,11 MPa (small). That means that the tensions in Y-direction are the tension to 
concentrate on. This tension will open up cracks, and a break will occur in this 
direction. 
 

3. Picture 8 S22_1: The assumed effective width b1=1,2 inches is verified to be very 
close to the results achieved by the FEM-simulation. 
 

4. Pictures 8 S22_1 and 9 S_22_1_forward: Differences if the seat track rail is 
installed in front of or rear of the over wing area: 
The boundary condition for 8 S22_1 correspond to the part of the seat track rail 
installed rearward of the over wing area. That is the Boundary Conditions are 
locked in x-, y- and z-direction in the forward boundary. The rearward boundary 
is locked in y- and z-direction (free to move in x-direction). 
The boundary condition for 9 S_22_1_forward correspond to the part of the seat 
track rail installed forward of the over wing area. That is the Boundary Condition 
are locked in x-, y- and z-direction in the rearward boundary, and the forward 
boundary is locked in y- and z-direction (free to move in x-direction). 
The FEM-result shows a difference between the two cases of approximately as 
low as 0,26 MPa. The Seat Track Rail installation forward/rear of the wing in the 
aircraft is of minor importance. 
 

5. Picture 12 S22_4 and 7 Mises_4_Seat_Track: The low tension level in the left 
and right hand end verify that the model specimen’s length (10 inches) is enough 
to avoid interference between the load case, set at the middle top, and the 
Boundary Conditions, set at each end of the specimen. 
 

6. Picture 1CPRESS_2_Seat_Track shows a contact pressure reaching a value of 
730 MPa. With this level the material will probably transit to the plastic area, and 
the forces will then be distributed over a larger area. 
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Pictures 15 U_2 and 16 U_3 shows that the left hand flange will give a contribution to the 
top flange resistance to deformation. The seat track rails situated at BL0 and LBL18,3 
don’t have this left hand flange. Therefore the result is not conservative from this point of 
view. 
 
The assumed interface angle α=25° between the shear pin and the seat track rail is hard to 
verify due to the complicated geometry with circular shapes and radius in the particular 
area. The geometry makes it difficult to get a high quality mesh. 
The interface surface between the shear pin and the seat track rail will in addition move 
when the load is applied and the interface angle is therefore not constant during the 
deformation. 
 
Picture 8 S22_1 shows that the maximum tension component in y-direction is 30,98 MPa. 
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13 Comparison between analytical and numerical 
solutions 
The procedure to compare the solutions is in short words: 
Set the Bending Moduli, BM = 1. 
Calculate a allowable load according to results achieved from FEM (≈15,1 kN) 
Calculate a allowable load according to results achieved from analytical solution  
(≈9,6 kN). 
Calculate the quotient to achieve a “CFEM”. 
Incorporate the quotient “CFEM” in the analytical solution. The max allowable load 
according to results will then be the same achieved from FEM. 
Iterate a solution by reduce the thickness of the Seat Track Rail Top Flange, t until the 
results correspond. 
Calculate the ratio between the original thickness and the reduced iterated thickness. 
This ratio is the solution to the question of how much the thickness of the Seat Track Rail 
Top Flange, t can be reduced. 
 
Continue with the same procedure described above, but set the  
Bending Moduli, BM = 1,54. 
 

13.1 With A-value assumed and Bending Moduli = 1,00 (elastic): 
 

( ) MPakNFEM 98,301 =σ  
 

?, =FEMALLOWABLEF  
 

( ) MPaMPaKSIF
LTtu 468895,66868 ≈⋅==  see Appendix B. 

 
kNFFEM 1=  

 

LTtuFEM
FEM

FEMALLOWABLE F
F

F
=⋅σ,  

 
FALLOWABLE, FEM is unknown. Solve for FALLOWABLE, FEM : 
 
 

( ) ( ) kN
FF

F
FEM

FEMLTtu
FEMALLOWABLE 1,15

98,30
1000468

, ≈
⋅

≈
⋅

=
σ
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The Bending Moduli, BM is set to 1 in the excel data sheet: 
     
 Px(t):    
     
 t 0,102 in  
 t1 0,115 in  
 t2 0,043 in  
 t3 0,27 in  
 t4 0,144 in  
 t5 0,2635 in  
 L1 0,55 in  
 Alpha 25 Degree  
 F su 38000 lb/in  
 Px max 6018,1 lb  
 tan Alpha 0,47   
 BM 1   
 b1 1,2 in  
 F tu LT 68000 lb/in  
 Py max 1403 lb  
     
     
 K1*Px max bend 29,52   
     
 K2*Py max endload 1,90   
     
     

 
Max allowable local x-

load 2163 lb  
     
     

 
Max allowable local x-

load 9623 Newton  
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The achieved Max allowable local x-load with BM=1 is then compared with the FEM-
result: 
 

( )
( ) 573,1

6,9
1,151

1
1

)1()1(
, ≈≈⇒>= == BMFEMBMFEM

FEM

LOADBEND CC
kN

kN
σ

σ
 

 
Where “CFEM” is a factor of “conservatism”. 
 
This factor of “conservatism” is then multiplied in the numerator of the expression for the 
Max allowable local x-loads: 
 

( ) ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
⋅⋅

+⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
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⎝

⎛
⋅⋅
⋅⋅

⋅
= =

tbBMtb
t

CF
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1
2

1

5

)1(

2
tan3tan αα

 

 
Max allowable local x-load, numeric: 
 

( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )
( )( )

( )( )
lbFtot

⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎝

⎛
⋅⋅
⋅

+⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
⋅⋅

⋅−+⋅⋅
⋅

=

012,02,12
18025tan
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32115,02102,027,018025tan

573,100068

2

ππ
 

 
 

kNFtot 1,15=  as expected. 
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The thickness, t of the Seat Track top flange is then iterated to achieve the same 
Ftot.(9, 6 kN) with the factor of “conservatism” incorporated. 
 
       
 Px(t):      
       
 t 0,079 in    
 t1 0,115 in    
 t2 0,043 in    
 t3 0,27 in    
 t4 0,144 in    
 t5 0,252 in    
 L1 0,551 in    
 Alpha 25 Degree    
 F su 38000 lb/in    
 Px max 6018,1 lb    
 tan Alpha 0,467     
 BM 1     
 b1 1,2 in    
 F tu LT 68000 lb/in    
 Py max 1403,15 lb    
       
       
 K1*Px max bend 46,969     
       
 K2*Py max endload 2,456     
       
       

 
Max allowable local x-

load 1375,78 lb Analytical solution  
       
       

 
Max allowable local x-

load 6119,7 Newton Analytical solution  
       
 C fem(BM=1) 1,572     
       

 
Max allowable local x-

load 2163,5 lb Numerical FEM solution 
       

 
Max allowable local x-

load 9623,8 Newton Numerical FEM solution 
       
 
 
This iteration will give a new thickness, t of approximately 0,07 inches. 
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13.2 Thickness Ratio with Bending Moduli, BM=1 
The ratio between the original thickness and the above iterated thickness with 
BM=1(elastic area): 
 

inmtthicknessIterated
thicknessOrginal

arg=  

 

289,1
07,0

102,0
=  

 
That is the thickness of the flange can be reduced with approximately 28 % and still meet 
the strength requirements. 
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13.3 With A-value assumed and Bending Moduli = 1,54 (plastic): 
 

( ) MPakNFEM 98,301 =σ  
 

?, =FEMALLOWABLEF  
 

( ) MPaMPaKSIF
LTtu 468895,66868 ≈⋅==  

 
kNFFEM 1=  

 
 

LTtuFEM
FEM

FEMALLOWABLE FBM
F

F
⋅=⋅σ,   

 
FALLOWABLE, FEM is unknown. Solve for FALLOWABLE, FEM : 
 
 

( ) ( ) kNN
FFBM

F
FEM

FEMtu
FEMALLOWABLE

LT 3,23
98,30

100046854,1
, ≈

⋅⋅
≈

⋅⋅
=
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The Bending Moduli, BM is set to 1,54 in the excel data sheet. See chapter 9.2.4, and 
the achieved Max allowable local x-load with BM = 1,54 is then compared with the 
FEM-result. 
 

( )
( ) 624,1

3,14
3,231

1
1

)54,1()54,1(
, ≈≈⇒>= == BMFEMBMFEM

FEM

LOADBEND CC
kN
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σ

σ
 

 
This factor of “conservatism” is then multiplied in the numerator of the expression for the 
Max allowable local x-loads: 
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⎠
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Max allowable local x-load, numeric: 
 

( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )
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⎟
⎠
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kNFtot 3,23≈  as expected. 
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The thickness, t of the Seat Track top flange is then iterated to achieve the same 
Ftot.(14, 3 kN) with the factor of “conservatism” incorporated. 
 
       
 Px(t):      
       
 t 0,077 in    
 t1 0,115 in    
 t2 0,043 in    
 t3 0,27 in    
 t4 0,144 in    
 t5 0,251 in    
 L1 0,551 in    
 Alpha 25 Degree    
 F su 38000 lb/in    
 Px max 6018,1 lb    
 tan Alpha 0,4663     
 BM 1,54     
 b1 1,2 in    
 F tu LT 68000 lb/in    
 Py max 1403,15 lb    
       
       
 K1*Px max bend 31,720     
       
 K2*Py max endload 2,509     
       
       

 
Max allowable local x-

load 1986,55 lb Analytical solution  
       
       

 
Max allowable local x-

load 8836,57 Newton Analytical solution  
       
 C fem(BM=1) 1,624     
       

 
Max allowable local x-

load 3226,2 lb Numerical FEM solution 
       

 
Max allowable local x-

load 14351 Newton Numerical FEM solution 
       
       
 
 
This iteration will give a new thickness, t of approximately 0,07 inches. 
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13.4 Thickness Ratio with Bending Moduli, BM = 1,54 
The ratio between the original thickness and the above iterated thickness with 
BM = 1 (plastic area): 
 

inmtthicknessIterated
thicknessOrginal

arg=  

 

317,1
0,077
0,102

≈  

 
That is the thickness of the flange can be reduced with approximately 31 % and still meet 
the strength requirements. 
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14 Preparation of Practical validation test Seat Track Rail 
14.1 Introduction 
Corrosion attacks are detected on the top flange on the seat tracks installed in aging 
aircrafts. Anti corrosion methods (e.g. brushing and grinding) will reduce the thickness of 
the top flange. How conservative is the origin analytical design calculations? How much 
material can be grinded off? The area of interest is the top part of the seat track keeping 
the seats and other equipment in place. 

14.2 Purpose with the test 
The purpose with this validation test is to determine the maximal ultimate load for the 
seat track attachment in longitudinal x-direction (fwd/aft).  

14.3 Test articles 
Two tests will be done. One test with a seat track in good condition and one test with a 
corrosion attacked seat track. 
 
One test will be made and can be performed on a seat track, ref drawing 7553720-001 or  
7553730-001. (Normally located RBL 18,3 FWD/AFT in the aircraft). The length of the 
specimen is 28 inches corresponding to the seat track installed between STA 423 and 
STA 447 + 4 inches in each end for test rig installation. 
 
One test will be made on a seat track from an aging aircraft, where the test specimen 
consists of a replaced seat track. The reason for replacement should be corrosion attacks. 
 
The two test arrangements and procedures should be similar to each other. 

14.4 Test arrangement 
The installation of the seat track to the test rig should be done in a manner that imitates 
the boundary conditions set in the numerical FEM-simulation, that is locked in x-,y- and 
z-direction in one end and locked in y- and z-direction in the other end. The seat track can 
be attached to the rig with two M10 bolts through two 10 mm holes through the vertical 
webs on the beam corresponding and similarly to the installation in the aircraft between 
STA 423 and STA 447, see figure 7. 

 
Figure 7. Installation of the seat track rail in the test rig. 
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Pull-device arrangement consists of two flat pieces of steel approximately 15-16 inch of 
length, a hollow cylindrical shear bolt, OD = 19,8 mm and a device to apply the load. The 
steel pieces are installed one above the other with the cylindrical shear bolt between in 
one end and the device to apply the load in the other end. 
 
Slide the lower flat steel piece with the screw into the seat track rail top section 
approximately 13-14 inches (stop just above a web member lightning hole). 
Install the hollow shear bolt and the top flat piece of steel on the screw. Keep everything 
together with a washer and a nut. 
In other end install a sufficient device to apply the load. 
 

 
Figure 8. x-load appliance. 

14.5 Test loading 
The failure load in x-direction is expected to be 14,3 kN for the corroded, and 23,3 kN for 
the seat track in good condition. 

14.6 Test procedure 
Apply the load gradually form zero up to failure. Note the failure type. 
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14.7 Measurements 
The area of interest in this test is the Seat Track Rail Top Flange. The x-load is assumed 
to be distributed by the rail to create a load in y-direction. The y-directed load will cause 
a strain in the Seat Track Rail Top Flange, and a deformation according to picture 15 U_2 
and picture 16 U_3 respectively. See Appendix F. 
 
Measure load and displacement up to failure. 
Plot a load/deflection graph for each 1,0 kN from 0 to failure. 
 

 
 
Figure 9. Measurement installation. Only lower piece of steel shown for clarity. 
 
Deflection gauges and strain gauge installed exact between two circular mill holes, where 
the deflection respective the strain is expected to be highest. 
 
The strain gauge is attached to the top part of the seat track top flange, and the deflection 
gauges touching the middle part of the vertical flange of the seat track rail as illustrated in 
figure 9. 

14.8 Inspections 
Perform continuous visual inspections during the test and notify deviations from the 
expected. 
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15 Recommendations 
Recommendation for further studies: 

• Develop the line of argument concerning the plastic area and how the material 
will behave. 

• Develop the static test and specify the test equipment to be used. 
• Specify the kind of material and their dimensions to be used during the static test. 
• Perform the static test. 
• Analyze and compare the test results with the results achieved in this thesis. 

16 Adscription 

16.1 Assessment of reasonably 
 
There is a difference between the analytical solution and the numerical solution of 
approximate 30 percent. 
 
Is this result reasonably? 
 

• The analytical solution is calculated from a conservative point of view. 
 

• The assumed effective width of 1,2 inches seems to be accurate according to the 
analysis of the numerical solution, but the stress is distributed in the same manner 
as a normal distribution curve, and the effective width may therefore be wider 
than assumed. 

 
• The assumed interface angle of 25 degree (0,47 radians) between the shear pin 

and the seat track rail is hard to verify in the numerical FEM-simulated solution. 
The interface angle will change and is not constant during the deformation. 

 
• The high contact pressure at the edge of seat track rail will probably cause the 

material in the local area of the seat track rail to pass the yield point and enter an 
area where the material in the seat track rail is in the plastic area. This local 
plasticity will change the distribution of the stress in the material to other areas in 
the seat track where the plasticity level is not reached. 

 
All the above mentioned facts will give a contribution to the difference between the 
analytical and numerical solution, and the result of 30 % difference seems to be 
reasonably. 
 
The carrying out of the suggested static test will hopefully verify the results achieved. 
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18.1 Appendix A Definitions, Explanations and 
        Approximations 
 
Fail-Safe structure or Damage tolerant structure 
The fail-safe approach relies on the fact that the failure of a member in a redundant structure 
does not necessarily lead to the collapse of the complete structure, provided that the remaining 
members are able to carry the load shed by the failed member and can withstand further 
repeated loads until the presence of the failed member is discovered. The structure must be 
designed and the inspection intervals arranged such that a failure, for example a crack, too 
small to be noticed at one inspection must not increase to a catastrophic size before the next 
inspection. It is a manner of determination of crack propagation rates. (4) 
 
Limit load 
The maximum load that the aircraft is expected to experience in normal operation. (4) 
 
Proof load 
The product of the limit load and the proof factor (1.0-1.25) 
The aircraft must withstand the proof load without detrimental distortion and should not fail 
until the ultimate load has been achieved. (4) 
 
Ultimate load 
The product of limit load and the ultimate factor (usually 1.5). (4) 
Stress 
The term “stress” implies a force per unit area and is a measure of the intensity of the force 
acting on a definite plane passing through a given point. The stress distribution may or may 
not be uniform, depending on the nature of the loading condition. 
For example: 
Tensile stresses are considered to be uniform. 
The bending stress s is considered to be uniform. The bending stress refers to the stress at a 
specified distance perpendicular to the normal axis. 
The shear stress acting over the cross section of a member subjected to bending is not 
uniform.  
Ultimate tensile stress Ftu (Note that the normal index for stress is tuσ ) 

 
Figure A1. Ultimate stress. 
The figure above shows how the tensile ultimate stress is determined from a stress-strain 
diagram. It is simply the maximum stress attained. It should be noted that all stresses are 
based on the original cross-sectional dimension of a test specimen, without regard to the 
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lateral contraction due to Poisson’s ratio effects. That is, all strains used herein are termed 
engineering strains as opposed to true strains which take into account actual cross sectional 
dimensions. Ultimate tensile stress id commonly used as a criterion of the strength of the 
material for structural design, but it should be recognized that other strength properties may 
often be more important. 
 
Fsu (Note that the normal index for stress is suσ ) 
 
Design ultimate stress in pure shear (this value represents the average shear stress over the 
cross-section). (6) 
 
Yield- and Ultimate Stresses in Shear 
These properties, as usually obtained from ASTM test procedures tests, are not strictly basic 
properties, as they will depend on the shape of the test specimen. In such cases, they should 
be treated as moduli and should not be combined with the same properties obtained from 
other specimen configuration test. 
 
Design values reported for shear ultimate stress (Fsu) in room temperature property tables for 
aluminium and magnesium thin sheet alloys are based on “punch” shear type tests except 
when noted. Heavy section test data are based on “pin” tests. Thin aluminium products may 
be tested to ASTM B 831, which is a slotted shear test. Thicker aluminium are ASTM B 769, 
otherwise known as the Amsler shear test. These two tests only provide ultimate strength. 
Shear data for other alloys are obtained from pin tests, except where products thicknesses are 
insufficient. These tests are used for other alloys; however, the standards don’t specifically 
cover materials other than aluminium. 
 

LTtuF (Note that the normal index for stress is
LTtuσ ) 

 
Design tensile ultimate stress, Long Transverse (grain direction). (6) 

 
Figure A2. Definitions of directions. 
 
Data Basis (See Appendix B Material properties) 
There are four types of room temperature mechanical properties, following in order, from the 
least statistical analysis procedures listed in the “Design Mechanical and Physical Properties” 
refer to Appendix B. 
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Typical Basis – A typical property value is an average value and has no statistical assurance 
associated with it. 
 
A-Basis – The lower value of either the statistically calculated number T99 or the specification 
minimum (S-Basis). The statistically calculated number indicates that at least 99 percent of 
the population is expected to equal or exceed the statistically calculated mechanical property 
value with a confidence of 95 percent.  
 
B-Basis – This designation indicates that at least 90 percent of the population of values is 
expected to equal or exceed the statistically calculated mechanical property value, with a 
confidence of 95 percent.  
 
S-basis – This designation represents the specification minimum value specified by the 
governing industry specification (as issued by standardization groups such as SAE Aerospace 
Materials Division, ASTM, etc.). (6) 
 
The statistically calculated numbers mentioned above is computed according to a standard 
calculation procedure. 
 
Neutral axis or neutral plane 
A line or plane through a beam or a plate connecting points at which no extension or 
compression occurs when the beam or plate is bent. (1) 
 
Superposition 
Linear elasticity is predicated on the assumption that strains are small. For linear systems, the 
action of each force with respect to a particular effect can be analyzed independently, and the 
results can be added algebraically or as vectors depending on the situation. The particular 
effect considered can be either internal or support forces, moments, slopes, deflections, 
stresses or strains. The advantage of this is that the results of simple loading configurations 
are known, and the results of complex loading can be found by adding the results of each 
individual load or load distribution. 
In this particular case the normal stress (direct force) and bending moment can be added 
together by superposition. (5) 

   
  Figure A3. Superposition. 
 
 
 

 
Figure A4. Neutral axis moving downwards (in this particular case) at superposition. 
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2:nd area moment and Bending Resistance 
 

 
Figure A5. Rectangular cross section 
 

max,
max

bend

bend
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=σ  

 
Where Mbend = Bending Moment and Wbend, max = Maximum Bending Resistance 
 

max
max, z

I
W y

bend =  

 
Where Iy = 2:nd area moment 
 
To determine the 2:nd area moment, Iy for a rectangular cross section, as the case is for the 
part of the seat track rail where 
t = .102 in and the width is 1,19 inches, the integration element dzBdA ⋅=   yields: (1) 
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The greatest tension, σmax occur in the top or bottom cross section fibre. That means for the 
greatest/lowest z-value for the cross section. The Bending Resistance is determined by the 
expression yields: (1) 
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Global reference system to describe the aircraft in the three axis of freedom 
Station (STA), Water Line (WL) and Buttock Line (BL). 
Station is the reference in the aircrafts longitudinal axis. 
Waterline is the reference in the aircrafts level axis. 
Buttock line is reference in the aircrafts transverse axis. 
All references are in inches. (17) 

 
Figure A6. Aircraft global reference system. 
 
Mechanical Stress 
1 kip/in2 = 1 ksi = 0,731 kp/mm2 = 6,8948 MPa (N/mm2) 
 
Bending Moduli 
BM= Bending Moduli is used as a factor. All calculations are done in the materials elastic 
area and the Modulus of elasticity is assumed to be constant. 
The Bending Moduli will pay regard to when the moment when the whole material specimen 
is in the plastic area. (8) 
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Approximations 
Deformation: 
The deformation is assumed to be small. 
 
Cross-section: 
The cross-section area is assumed to be constant. 
 
Thickness of the beam: 
The thickness of the beam is assumed to be constant. 
 
The material: 
-The material is assumed to be homogenous, isotropic and linear elastic 
  (linear strain-stress relation). 
-Material is assumed not to penetrate other material. 
-No flaws (internal cracks) will occur in the material. 
-The strain distribution is assumed to be even over the cross-section 
 
Direct stress and bending moment: 
If the material in the beam is linear elastic and the deformations is small, it is assumed to be 
possible to add the direct stress and bending moment by superposition. 
 
Direct stress: 
The material in the beam is assumed to be linear elastic, and the direct stress N gives the 

tension 
A
N

=σ  and the strain
EAE

N σε =
⋅

=  over the complete cross-section if the beam is 

assumed to be homogenous and made of linear elastic material with the constant modulus of 
elasticity, E (Young’s modulus). The form of the cross-section is not changed close to the 
actual cross-section. (5) 
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18.2 Appendix B Material properties for Aluminium alloy extrusion Al 
            7075-76511, 0.102 in thickness, A-column (normally always used for civil aircrafts.(6) 
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18.3 Appendix C. Bending Moduli  
            7075-T plate Aluminium I or channel beams. (8) 
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18.4 Appendix D Selection of specimen 
The general reason for the selection is to get at specimen who is representative for all seat 
track rails and still get a result that is conservative enough. 
The specimen selected is the RBL18,3. The reason for the selection is that this seat track have 
got a higher web compared to the seat track rails situated at BL±36,0. See figure D1. 

Figure D1. The low (BL±36,0) and the high (BL0 and BL±18,3) Seat Track Rail 
 
The higher web will not give the same contribution to the stiffness of the profile. 
There is three seat track rails with the high web: BL0, BL±18,3. See figure D1. 
Both the BL0 and LBL18,3 is situated in connection with the cabin aisle, and those have not 
got any lightning holes in the web in the area facing the cabin aisle to avoid dirt to enter the 
under floor area. This fact will make the profile stronger and is not a conservative selection. 
Neither the BL0 and LBL18,3 have got the flange in the top part of the web area facing the 
aisle. This should of course be a conservative selection of the specimen, but it is then 
impossible to use the criteria of symmetry when the model is created in the FEM-software 
program. See figure D2 for the different high seat track rail configurations. 

 
Figure D2. Different configurations of the high seat track rail. 
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Summary: 
The specimen is selected due to: 
High web with lightning holes and the profile of the seat track rail is symmetric about the 
vertical axis. 
 
The length of the specimen is selected to 0,25 m (10 in), because this length will make the 
FEM-simulation not to be affected by the boundary conditions and in addition three lightning 
holes on the web will be included. The standardized load of 1kN is applied on a solid shear 
bolt placed in contact with the seat track top part above the middle lightning hole where the 
profile is accounted to be as weak as possible. The load is applied in x-direction. 
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18.5 Appendix E Introduction to the software program used  
            (9-11) 
The master solid model of the seat track and the solid of the shear pin are built up in the Pre-
Post Processor ABAQUS CAE. 
Pre and post processing is done in two programs depending on the case for analyze. The 
software Abaqus is used for nonlinear structural cases, while the software MSC.Patran is used 
for linear structural cases. The FEM-solver for linear cases consists of the software 
MSC.Nastran and for nonlinear cases of ABAQUS FEM-solver. 

Summary of workflow 
Short brief about the pre and post processors, MSC: Patran/Abaqus CAE: 
The routine work with the software follows a general logical order and is basically the same 
for all models (with minor exceptions): 
 

1 Geometry 
2 Elements 
3 Loads/BCs (Boundary Conditions) 
4 Materials 
5 Properties 
6 Load case 
7 Fields 
8 Analysis 
9 Results 
10 Insight 
11 XY-plot 
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All the eleven groups above are divided in three subgroups: Action, Object and Method. 
Depending on which of the above groups selected there is possible to achieve the wanted 
result. 
 

1 Geometry 
-Action: Create, Delete, Edit, Show, Transform, Verify, Associate, Disassociate, 
Renumber. 
-Object: Point, Curve, Surface, Solid, Coordinate, Plane, Vector. 
-Method: XYZ, ArcCentre, Extract, Interpolate, Intersect, Offset, Pierce, Project. 

2 Elements 
-Action: Create, Transform, Sweep, Renumber, Associate, Disassociate, 
Equivalence, Optimize, Verify, Show, Modify, Delete. 
-Object: Mesh seed, Mesh control, Mesh, Node, Element, MPC (Multi Point 
Constraint = infinitely stiffly element) 
-Type: Uniform, One Way Bias, Two way Bias, Curve Based, Tabular, PCL-
function. 

3 Loads/BCs (Boundary Conditions) 
-Action: Create, Show Tabular, Plot Contours, Plot Markers, Modify, Delete. 
-Objects: Displacement, Force, Pressure, Temperature, Inertial Load, Initial 
Velocity, Velocity, Acceleration, Contact, Pre-tension, Initial Temperature. 
-Type: Nodal. 

4 Materials 
-Action: Create, Show, Modify, Delete. 
-Object: Isotropic, 2D Orthotropic (Lamina), 3D Orthotropic, 3D Anisotropic, 
Composite. 
-Method: Manual Input, Materials Selector, Externally Defined. 

5 Properties 
-Action: Create, Show, Modify, Delete, Expand, Compress. 
-Object: 0D, 1D, 2D, 3D. 
-Type: Shell, 2D Solid, Membrane, 2D Interface V5.X, IRS (Shell, Solid)V5.X, 
Rigid Surf (Bz3D)V5.X, Rigid Surface (LBC), 2D Rebar. 

6 Load Case 
-Action: Create, Show, Modify, Delete. 

7 Fields 
-Action Create, Show, Modify, Delete. 
-Object: Spatial (relating to space), Material Property, Non Spatial. 
-Method: PLC-function, Tabular Input, General, FEM. 

8 Analysis 
-Action: Analyze, Read Results, Read Input File, Monitor, Abort, Delete. 
-Object: Entire Model, Current Group. 
-Method: Full Run, Check Run, Analysis Deck. 

9 Results 
-Action: Create, Use Templates (schablon), Modify, Post, Delete. 
-Object: Quick Plot, Deformation, Fringe, Marker, Cursor, Contour, Graph, 
Animation, Report, Results, Free body. 

10 Insight (error message) 
11 XY-plot 

-Action: Create, Post, Modify, Rename, Delete. 
-Object: XY-window, Curve, Title. 
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18.6 Appendix F FEM-generated pictures 
Note that picture number and comments are included in each picture. 
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Note that the magnifying power is 100 times on the three following pictures. 
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